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SCIENTIFIC GOALS

galaxy clusters = cosmological tool : mass function, matter power spectrum
to be combined with ohter rulers such as SN, CMB, BAO, ...

requires large number of clusters with a mass estimate

use scaling relations (e.g. M-T, M-Lx, M-richness, ...)

find and calibrate the ‘best’ mass estimator (most secure, fastest)

take a representative sample of clusters, determine their masses 
with different and uncorrelated direct mass measurements

do the same at higher redshifts ( ➔ put constraints on their evolution)

done for the local universe (e.g. with REXCESS sample)
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HOW TO FIND THE TOTAL MASS

X-rays

measure of the surface brightness Sx
→ EM=f(ne) → gas density
+ Temperature profile (X-rays spectro.)
+ HE & spherical symmetry

Lensing

measure of the shape of background 
galaxies → distorsions = function of 
the gravitational potential

→ total (projected) mass

X-ray observations of Clusters of Galaxies 5

Fig. 2. – The light pass in the two XMM telescopes equipped with the EPIC and RGS experi-
ments. After collection by the mirror module (58 Wolter shells) about 40% of the light is focused
to the EPIC CCD camera, while a similar amount is dispersed by a Reflection Grating Array.
The di!racted beam is imaged by a CCD camera on the Rowland circle for high resolution
spectroscopy. In the third telescope, all the light is collected by the EPIC CCD experiment.
The Figure was reproduced from ESA SP-1097.

one can also derive the temperature profile. This gives access to the entropy profile, key
information on the history of the ICM (see Sec. 4.4). One can also deduce the total mass
profile from the Hydrostatic Equilibrium Equation:

M(r) = !
kT r

Gµmp

!

d lnn

d ln r
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"

(3)

where G and mp are the gravitational constant and proton mass and µ " 0.61. Note that
an approximation of the total mass can be obtained by simply assuming isothermality.

2
.3. Modern X–ray observatories. – X-rays are absorbed by the Earth’s atmosphere.

Therefore, X-ray observatories are put on board satellites. Two X–ray satellites are now
in operation, XMM-Newton and Chandra. They are fully described in [8, 9, 10, 11] and
[12]. The general concept in the same. The X-ray photons are collected and focused by
grazing incidence telescopes (Fig. 2). The focal plane is equipped with CCD cameras,
allowing for the measurement of the position and energy of each individual incoming
photon (Fig. 2). This permits spatially resolved spectroscopy at medium resolution

compare and combine the 2 methods 

calibrate at high z the scaling laws, M-T, M-LX, M-N200, M-L200, ...
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XMM-Newton
 Large Programme 

(P.I. M. Arnaud)

Xrays REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE

total exposure time ~ 1.1 Msec

unbiased, flux limited sample

20 clusters

2.5 keV < kT < 12 keV

  0.4 < z < 0.6

good sampling of Lx

defined as the REXCESS = representative sample at z<0.15 → evolution with z

Lx>3.1044 : WL
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Megacam @ CFHT
(P.I. G. Soucail)

LENSING FOLLOW-UP

4 bands :
g’ (1.6ksec) 
r’ (7.2ksec)
i’ (1.2ksec)
z’ (1.8ksec)

- homogeneous obs.
- good seeing (< 0.8’’ for r’)
- low mc (~ 26 for r’)

11 brightest clusters
(Lx>3.1044 erg/s)

weak lensing on the r’ band

➔ photo-z’s
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GRAVITATIONAL LENSING BASICS

G. Foëx et al.: A step towards determining precise scaling relations 7

5.1. Lens strengh

The observed reduce shear g depends on the system geometry,
i.e. the redshift of the lens zl and the source zs. We can rewrite the
shear and the convergence as a function of the geometrical factor
! = Da(zl, zs)/Da(0, zs) containing the redshift dependance (the
Da being angular diameter distances). The reduce shear then be-
comes (Hoekstra00):

g =
"

1 ! # =
!s""

1 ! !s#"
(6)

where !s = !/!" = (Da(zl, zs)Da(0,"))/(Da(0, zs)Da(zl,"))
and "", #" are the shear and convergence for a source at an infi-
nite redshift.
So the question is how to deal with the fact that we don’t know
the redshift of the background galaxies. In the case of low red-
shift clusters (z # 0.2), a good approximation is to put all galax-
ies at the same redshift (typically z # 1) or determine the mean
redshift of the sources and use !(< z >) instead of < !(z) > aver-
aged on the redshift distribution of the sources. But, for clusters
with higher redshifts, this simplification doesn’t hold anymore as
the factor ! covers a broader range of value for our background
galaxies redshifts. In this case we have to take the mean value
< !(z) > :

< !(z) >=

! zmax

zl
p(z)!(z)dz

! zmax

zl
p(z)dz

(7)

with p(z) the redshift distribution of the sources. What to choose
for this distribution ? 2 approaches can be used : take an ana-
lytic distribution (e.g. Gamma distribution) or use redshift sur-
veys an calculate < !> with this catalogue. In our analysis we
choose to use the CFHTLS Deep (T0004 release) photometric
redshifts produced with HyperZ (Pello09). These redshifts were
computed using 5 bands (with Megacam @ CFHT). They have
been well calibrated and validated with spectroscopic redshifts
so we can be confident when using them. For each cluster we
will apply the same cuts (magnitude, red sequence and clus-
ter redshift) we used to select the background galaxies to the
CFHTLS-D1 catalogue in order to estimate < !> on a similar
distribution (see table ?? for the value we obtain and the corre-
sponding e!ectif redshift ze f f defined as !(ze f f ) =< ! >).
Using this method, i.e. using < ! >, is still not completely
rigourous as pointed out in Hoekstra00, Seitz& Schneider97.
What we mesure is indeed the average reduce shear< g >, which
is not proportionnal to ! :

< g >=

! zmax

zl

!s(z)""
1!!s(z)#" p(z)dz
! zmax

zl
p(z)dz

(8)

This quantity has to be compared to the one usually used, g =
<!s>""

1!<!s>#"
. Taking the CFHTLS-D1 redshifts, we have compute

the ratio of these 2 quantites g(< !> )/ < g > for a SIS model
with di!erent values of $ and for a lens at z=0.6. We deduce
that the approximation of using < ! > instead of a redshift for
each galaxy introduce an underestimation less than 5% for a sin-
gular isothermal sphere with $ = 1500km.s!1 at a redshift of
0.6 (in the radii range of the weak lensing analysis, r > 100$$).
If we would use the region near the very center of the cluster
(r < 100$$), the shear would be too underestimate (strong lens-
ing). Therefore in all our analysis we will exclude all the back-
ground galaxies in this zone. As this underestimation grows with
the lens redshift as showed in Hoekstra00, for all our clusters we

won’t exceed this 5% of error (with the assumption that our clus-
ters have $ < 1500km.s!1) .
We have to notice here that in our background galaxies selection,
we have removed those with a bad shape estimation. Typically
these objects are the most distant galaxies. So it introduces a lit-
tle bias in determining the lens strengh with the previous method
but we expect this e!ect to be small and therefore negligible (the
fraction of our background galaxies that we reject because of
their shape quality being small, see figure ??).

5.2. 1D analysis

The first method to estimate the mass with the weak lensing sig-
nal is to determine the radial profil of the shear produced by the
cluster and fit it to analytical models. Although this technique is
very fast and easy to do, it needs some assumptions which makes
the results obtained not very reliable (e.g. spherical cluster, true
mass center, sampling e!ects, average on z and r, ...) so we have
to be carefull when using these results.
The observed shape of a background galaxy is described by its
ellipticity components (e1, e2) which can be linked to its true
shape (i.e. before being sheared) via a very simple relation (e.g.
Seitz & Schneider 97) :

e =
e(s) + g

1 + g%e(s) (9)

with e = |e| exp(2i%) the complexe ellipticity (% being the po-
sition angle), g the reduce shear and g% its complex conjugate.
Notice that this relation is only valid if |g| < 1.
As we have no information on the true shape e(s) we need to
make the assumption that galaxies are randomly oriented which
leads, in absence of the cluster, to < e(s) >e# 0. So if we con-
sider a region of the sky where the shear has small variations, we
get < e >e= g (Schramm & Kayser 1995). This may be wrong
in the presence of dark matter filaments or any kind of large
scale structures behind the cluster as it could introduce intrinsic
alignments of the background galaxies. For field galaxies we can
consider that they are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
an intrinsic dispersion in orientation and ellipticity (Ebbels PhD
–> cf these ML). So we will add an estimated error $e1,2 # 0.2
to the mean errors on (e1, e2) when doing the radial bining.
For spherical models of a galaxy cluster, the shear is a tangen-
tial quantity. So, defining the radial and tangential component of
the galaxies ellipticites (e&, e'), we expect to have < e& >= 0
and < e' >= g. Given the position of a galaxy (i.e. &, its an-
gle relative to the x-axis) and it’s orientation (%, the angle be-
tween the x-axis and its major axis), the ellipticity components
are e' = e cos(2!) and e& = e sin(2!) where ! = % ! &. So we
juste have to average e' in rings around the cluster center and fit
the obtained shear profil (i.e. < e' > (r)) to parametric models.
The < e& > (r) profil is used as quality check of the data (as it
should be equal to 0 everywhere) : we fit the shear profil only
in the radii range where we have (< e' >)i > (< e& >)i. The
binning is done in rings with a constant width of 100” and we fit
< e' >i to g(r) with r = 0.5(ri + ri+1). Actually what we mesure
doing a mean in rings is :

! ri+1

ri
2'rg(r)dr

! ri+1

ri
2'rdr

(10)

But, doing a radial binning is not critical where we usually per-
form the model fitting, e.g. r > 100$$ (underestimation of a few
% with a SIS with $ = 1500 km.s!1 at z=0.6 for a bin width
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source/image relation : with reduced shear

observer + deflector + background source

distorsions = f(positions, deflector mass)

galaxy-cluster lensing :

need the ‘true’ shape, measure the ‘lensed’ 
shape, estimate the distances ➔ mass 

low density regime (κ<<1, outskirts ➔ no info. for the cluster center) : weak lensing

here :

g(z,M) ~ γ(z,M) = f(zlens,zsource).f(M)

shear

convergence 
(surf. density)

e(s) = ? ➔ stat. approach : <e(s)>=0 ➔ <e>=g ➔ mass
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! zmax

zl

!s(z)""
1!!s(z)#" p(z)dz
! zmax

zl
p(z)dz

(8)

This quantity has to be compared to the one usually used, g =
<!s>""

1!<!s>#"
. Taking the CFHTLS-D1 redshifts, we have compute

the ratio of these 2 quantites g(< !> )/ < g > for a SIS model
with di!erent values of $ and for a lens at z=0.6. We deduce
that the approximation of using < ! > instead of a redshift for
each galaxy introduce an underestimation less than 5% for a sin-
gular isothermal sphere with $ = 1500km.s!1 at a redshift of
0.6 (in the radii range of the weak lensing analysis, r > 100$$).
If we would use the region near the very center of the cluster
(r < 100$$), the shear would be too underestimate (strong lens-
ing). Therefore in all our analysis we will exclude all the back-
ground galaxies in this zone. As this underestimation grows with
the lens redshift as showed in Hoekstra00, for all our clusters we

won’t exceed this 5% of error (with the assumption that our clus-
ters have $ < 1500km.s!1) .
We have to notice here that in our background galaxies selection,
we have removed those with a bad shape estimation. Typically
these objects are the most distant galaxies. So it introduces a lit-
tle bias in determining the lens strengh with the previous method
but we expect this e!ect to be small and therefore negligible (the
fraction of our background galaxies that we reject because of
their shape quality being small, see figure ??).

5.2. 1D analysis

The first method to estimate the mass with the weak lensing sig-
nal is to determine the radial profil of the shear produced by the
cluster and fit it to analytical models. Although this technique is
very fast and easy to do, it needs some assumptions which makes
the results obtained not very reliable (e.g. spherical cluster, true
mass center, sampling e!ects, average on z and r, ...) so we have
to be carefull when using these results.
The observed shape of a background galaxy is described by its
ellipticity components (e1, e2) which can be linked to its true
shape (i.e. before being sheared) via a very simple relation (e.g.
Seitz & Schneider 97) :

e =
e(s) + g

1 + g%e(s) (9)

with e = |e| exp(2i%) the complexe ellipticity (% being the po-
sition angle), g the reduce shear and g% its complex conjugate.
Notice that this relation is only valid if |g| < 1.
As we have no information on the true shape e(s) we need to
make the assumption that galaxies are randomly oriented which
leads, in absence of the cluster, to < e(s) >e# 0. So if we con-
sider a region of the sky where the shear has small variations, we
get < e >e= g (Schramm & Kayser 1995). This may be wrong
in the presence of dark matter filaments or any kind of large
scale structures behind the cluster as it could introduce intrinsic
alignments of the background galaxies. For field galaxies we can
consider that they are drawn from a Gaussian distribution with
an intrinsic dispersion in orientation and ellipticity (Ebbels PhD
–> cf these ML). So we will add an estimated error $e1,2 # 0.2
to the mean errors on (e1, e2) when doing the radial bining.
For spherical models of a galaxy cluster, the shear is a tangen-
tial quantity. So, defining the radial and tangential component of
the galaxies ellipticites (e&, e'), we expect to have < e& >= 0
and < e' >= g. Given the position of a galaxy (i.e. &, its an-
gle relative to the x-axis) and it’s orientation (%, the angle be-
tween the x-axis and its major axis), the ellipticity components
are e' = e cos(2!) and e& = e sin(2!) where ! = % ! &. So we
juste have to average e' in rings around the cluster center and fit
the obtained shear profil (i.e. < e' > (r)) to parametric models.
The < e& > (r) profil is used as quality check of the data (as it
should be equal to 0 everywhere) : we fit the shear profil only
in the radii range where we have (< e' >)i > (< e& >)i. The
binning is done in rings with a constant width of 100” and we fit
< e' >i to g(r) with r = 0.5(ri + ri+1). Actually what we mesure
doing a mean in rings is :

! ri+1

ri
2'rg(r)dr

! ri+1

ri
2'rdr

(10)

But, doing a radial binning is not critical where we usually per-
form the model fitting, e.g. r > 100$$ (underestimation of a few
% with a SIS with $ = 1500 km.s!1 at z=0.6 for a bin width

source/image relation : with reduced shear

observer + deflector + background source

distorsions = f(positions, deflector mass)

galaxy-cluster lensing :

need the ‘true’ shape, measure the ‘lensed’ 
shape, estimate the distances ➔ mass 

low density regime (κ<<1, outskirts ➔ no info. for the cluster center) : weak lensing

here :

g(z,M) ~ γ(z,M) = f(zlens,zsource).f(M)

shear

convergence 
(surf. density)

e(s) = ? ➔ stat. approach : <e(s)>=0 ➔ <e>=g ➔ mass
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GOING TO HIGH REDSHIFTS

catalogue of sources : compromise purity/density

signal = shape of background galaxies remove foreground 
& cluster members

stat. approach = need large number of sources (> 10 gal./arcmin2)

clusters @ low z : mag (foreground) + color (cluster members) cuts

clusters @ high z : need more info.  ➔ photo-z’s

precise photo-z’s are challenging to obtain
BUT the integrated P(z) is a robust estimator to say if z<zcluster or z>zcluster

find the best δz and Psup in 

G. Foëx et al.: The matter distribution in intermediate redshift clusters of galaxies 3

public code Hyperz 3 which is based on a template fitting method
: the magnitudes that we mesure for a galaxy are converted in a
spectral energy distribution (SED) which is fitted with a library
of templates built from di!erent spectral types, star formation
histories and redshifts. The photometric redshifts are computed
in the redshift range [0, 4]. We did not try to compute bayesian
redshifts with a prior on luminosity but we used a simple cut in
the permitted range : M = [-14,-25].

This code has been widely used before (Bolzonella et al.
2000; Pello et al. 2009) and can be very e"cient with a su"-
cient number of bands. In the present case, we use magnitudes
in 4 filters only with di!erent limiting magnitudes and noise dis-
tribution so it is clear that the photometric redshifts cannot be re-
liable in all redshift ranges. But our main purpose is to separate
background sources from cluster and foreground contamination,
a very significant issue for these high redshift clusters. To better
quantify statistically the outputs of H!"#$Z with our catalogs,
we simulated some mock catalogues which try to reproduce the
observed ones. The mock catalogues were built with a uniform
distribution in the r!-magnitudes and a redshift distribution fol-
lowing a Gamma distribution

n(z) =
1

zs#(a)

!
z
zs

"a"1

e"z/zs . (1)

The parameters were adjusted to our magnitude limits with an
extrapolation of the average photometric redshift determined by
Coupon et al. (2009) from CFHTLS data: a = 2 and zs=0.6,
giving z = azs = 1.2). The other colors were computed from a
random distribution in age and spectral types. Photometric noise
was added, scaled on the r! magnitude and representative of the
real data. Thus we generate redshift and noisy magnitudes for
100,000 galaxies (with mr ranging from 22 to 27) and applied
H!"#$Z to retreive the photometric redshift (Figure 1). As ex-
pected, using only 4 bands is quite challenging to perfom good
photometric redshifts. But our main purpose is not to assign to
each source galaxy its best photometric redshift but rather to se-
lect between background, foreground or cluster galaxies.

To test the best criteria to decide wether a galaxy is in the
background or in the foreground we use the whole probabil-
ity density distribution given by H!"#$Z (the PDZ output). For
galaxies having only one clear peak in the PDZ, the best redshift
simply corresponds to the maximum of the PDZ. But the PDZ
can have more than one peak or a flat distribution. In these cases,
a precise redshift estimation is impossible and the solution given
by H!"#$Z might be wrong. We determine the most probable
redshift range for these objects by looking at the integrated value
of the PDZ between [zcluster+!z and zmax] (we choose !z # 0.1 to
take into account the spread in the cluster distribution) and zmax
corresponds to the maximum redshift used the fit (here zmax = 4)

Psup =

# zmax

zcluster+!z

p(z)dz. (2)

We need to define the minimum value of Psup above which a
galaxy will be considered as a probable background galaxy. To
do so, we explore the results of the previous simulations. First,
with the input redshift distribution we have used, about 73% of
the galaxies are at redshfit between 0.6 and 4. Thus the fore-
ground contamination of the full catalog is as high as # 25%
and may strongly impact the lensing analysis by lowering sig-
nificantly the average measured shear.

3 http://webast.ast.obs-mip.fr/hyperz/

Fig. 1. Output photometric redshifts versus input ones introduced in the
simulated catalogues aimed at reproducing the r! photometric catalogs
(without the cluster contribution).

For each value of Psup varying from 0 to 100%, we determine
the number of remaining galaxies in the [0.6 : 4] range, as well
the number of galaxies having an input redshift in [zcluster + !z :
zmax] that are missed. Varying the cluster redshift from 0.4 to 0.6
may have also some impact on these numbers. Figure 2 shows
the results for a cluster redshift of 0.6. The Psup threshold plays
a significant role only for values above # 70% (otherwise a large
fraction of the true low redshift galaxies are included in the back-
ground sample). Taking a higher value for Psup improves slightly
the fraction of good detections (up to # 80% for Psup = 80%) but
dramatically increases the number of ”true” background galaxies
that are lost. It also reduces the fraction of the galaxies which are
still kept in the background catalogues, thus lowering the num-
ber density of lensed sources. Therefore a good compromise is
to take a value Psup # 75%, this threshold being tuned for each
cluster (depending on the cluster redshift). This reduces the con-
tamination to a maximum value of # 20%.

ZZZ commentaires a revoir... ZZZ est ce que ca vaut vrai-
ment le coup tout ce bazar pour garder encore 20% de contami-
nation?

Another check of the quality of the redshift estimates con-
cerns the detection of the cluster overdensity (Pello et al. 2009).
For each cluster, we determined the redshift distribution far from
the cluster center and substract it from the one obtained in a
central area of same surface. The resulting redshift distribution
shows clearly a peak located close to the cluster redshift (Figure
3). Finally, when spectroscopic redshifts were available, we used
them in a z spec/z phot plot as a sanity check.

3.4. The cluster color-magnitude diagram

In rich clusters of galaxies, the early-type population of galax-
ies forms a very homogeneous population with similar histories
summarized as an early starburst followed by passive evolution.
The spectral energy distribution of these galaxies is dominated
by the red and old stellar population. Consequently the galax-

that give the highest purity and density Psup=85%
δz =0.1

(HyperZ code)
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<Dls/Ds> averaged over the redshifts distribution of the lensed galaxies

geometry : n(z) = ?

we measure <e> = <g(z,M)> ~ < γ(z,M) > ∝ <Dls/Ds>

clusters @ low z : Dls/Ds ~ Cste 
➔ take Dls/Ds for <z>~1

clusters @ high z : Dls/Ds ≠ Cste !
➔ have to integrate Dls/Ds over n(z)

photo-z’s not good enough to estimate 
n(z) ➔ use a well calibrated catalogue 
(e.g. CFHTLS Deep fields), apply the 
same selection criteria to have similar 
n(z) and determine <Dls/Ds>

(WL approx., i.e. induce errors 
near the cluster center)

GOING TO HIGH REDSHIFTS
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sources of 
uncertainties :

shape measurements

contamination

ERROR ESTIMATIONERROR ESTIMATION

photo-z’s simu. ( i.e. n(m,z) + mag theo. + noise)
  ➔ contamination ~5-10% with the best Psup

  ➔ underestimate of the mass by a few % only

bias calibration in the shear measurement
  ➔ correction estimate with simus 
(STEP)

depends on cluster redshifts and data quality
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Need other data (SL, X) to constrain the center and 
decrease error bars

simulation
(z=0.5, ρb=10 arcmin-2, ρf=0, nclust=0)

no reliable info. on the concentration

➜

increasing err. towards the center
 (WL approx., low ngal/bin)

spatial resolution

bin with = 75 ‘’
 ~ 450 kpc @ z=0.5

shear profile g(r) 
averaged in annulii

+

ERROR ESTIMATIONERROR ESTIMATION
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RESULTS

For each cluster :

Fit analytical model 
➔ Navarro-Frenk-White, f(δc,rs)=f(m200,c)   (derived from DM numerical simus.)

on the measured Xrays mass profile (from XMM data) ➔ m200 and c

on the measured shear profile ➔ m200, c fixed (=4) from c(m200)

fit using basic chi2 minimization
 easy to combine the 2 data sets (sum of the chi2)

 (Duffy et al. 08)
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RESULTS I : lensing

< (m200,c=4)/(m200,c<8) > = 0.95 +/- 0.14similar total masses :

smaller errors bars : < (err c=4)/(err c<8) > = 0.85 +/- 0.1
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ERROR ESTIMATIONRESULTS II : lensing VS Xrays

- HE hypothesis
- T profile (only few points)
- spherical symetry

- spherical symetry
- LSS
- contaminated catalogue
- wrong estimation of the shear scaling
- poor detection (stars, seeing, low density, ...)

differences X/WL ? : 
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~ same scatter at lower z (black points : Dahle06+Bardeau07, lower z)

D06+B07 : <Mwl/Mx> = 1.25 +/- 0.45  (25 clusters) 
this work : <Mwl/Mx> = 1.28 +/- 0.8 (including ‘bad’ clusters)

ERROR ESTIMATIONRESULTS II : lensing VS Xrays
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ERROR ESTIMATIONRESULTS III : Xrays+lensing

better correlations, smaller errors for the lensing estimates

<MX+WL/MX> = 0.97 +/- 0.27

<errX+WL/errX> = 1.02 +/- 0.48

<MX+WL/MWL> = 0.98 +/- 0.53

<errX+WL/errWL> = 0.66 +/- 0.28

essentially driven by X-rays m(r)  (smaller errors bars than g(r))
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SUMMARY

- contamination by foreground galaxies (= large fraction at these z)
- low density of background galaxies (= low detection, e.g. few sigma)
- need other data (X-rays, SL) to explore the clusters center

weak lensing / X-rays / joint analysis of 11 clusters 
within 0.4 < z < 0.6

weak lensing @ high z is challenging and requires very good data

the high quality XMM data give better constraints than WL

BUT
X-rays (XMM) data are more expensive !

the quality of our WL masses @ high z is comprable with other works @ low z

WL alone can be used to calibrate scaling law + better to combine 
data sets

BUT
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